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ON CNE-PARAMETER FAMILIES OF DIFFEOMORPHJSMS II: GENERIC 
BRANCHING IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS 
Pavol BRUNOVSKf, Bratislava 
§ 1 
In CIJ, we have studied the generic nature of the loci 
of periodic points of a diffeomorphism of a finite dimen-
sional manifold M , depending on a parameter with values 
in a one dimensional manifold P , in T x M . A part of the 
results (those concerning the branching of periodic points), 
we have proved for two dimensional U only. It is the pur-
pose of this paper to extend these results for M of ar-
bitrary finite dimension. 
Since this paper is a direct continuation of [II, we 
shall frequently refer to IU for results of technical cha-
racter as well as techniques of proof. Nevertheless, for 
the sake of the reader's convenience, we re-introduce tho-
se concepts and results of tlj which are necessary for the 
understanding of this paper, in the rest of this section. 
The main results of this paper and their proofs are given 
in § 3« § 2 has an auxiliary character; it establishes cer-
tain generic properties of maps of an interval into the 
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set of matrices. 
Denote 7 the space of t* mappings CI <- ft 4* co) 
f j p x Jtf —*• M , where F, M are C* second countab-
le manifolds of dimension 4 , m, < *%> respectively, such 
that for every f 6 P the map f^; M —*» .M , given by 
f^C/m.) * f Cfv, m%) is a diffeomorphism, endowed with 
the C*' Whitney topology. 
Let us note that, although this topology is not metri-
zable, it has the property that a residual set in P (i.e. 
a countable intersection of open dense sets) is dense in 
& (this can be proved similarly as the analogous state-
ment for vector fields is proved in C 2 J, using the openness 
of T in the set of all C* mappings P x JA —-* M ) • 
Denote by Ẑ , ** Z^/f) the set of Jte -periodic 
points of f , i.e. Z^(£) -» -C Cfv, rm, )l f^Om.) « rm , 
**tt ̂ m v^ + /tn' f o r ^ ^ * ^ ** J • In Cl, Theorem 13 a 
residual subset ^ of f was defined and it was shown 
that for every f e J^ , Eju are one dimensional submani-
folds of f x 11 ( 2^ being closed) and, if an eigenva-
lue of cLi£ (<m>) at some point Cft,,<m) e Z ^ is 1 
(we denote the set of such points by X^ ), then it meets 
the unit circle & in the complex plain transversally at 
(*fi»,/tn>) (in the sense of Remark 4) and the remaining ei-
genvalues of d£™ dm,) do not lie on B . Also, it was 
shown that the subset Jl of maps from 7 9 having the 
x) In CH we have assumed 4 «<: n, << oo % but Theorems 1 
4 of C13 are trivially true for the C°° case. 
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above properties for \ 4* Jk, & Jh, , ia open dense in T\ 
§ 2 
Denote by <€£ the set of all m, «K m, matrices with 
the differential structure induced by its natural identi-
1 
fication with &"*' . Further, denote by *$L the set of 
matrices having an eigenvalue of multiplicity > 2 on 
S 9 F^ the set of matrices having an X -th root of 
, 00 
unity different from -4 as eigenvalue, ̂ .^ji^i^i-l * 
Let I be a closed interval on K. . Denote by $ the 
space of all C* mappings I — > *&L endowed with the 
C* uniform topology. 
Proposition 1» Let J c I be a closed interval, 
J c <U%£ I • Then, for every JL «• 3, 4*,». - the set 
y^ C J) of all F 6 # such that F C J) A C ^ U ^ ) -
•r J2f is open dense in $ . 
Corollary 1. Given J as in Proposiion 1, the set 
fCJ) of all F e $ such that FCJ) n C ^ n <€l^) .« 
m 0 is residual in $ • 
For the proof of Proposition 1 we shall need to prove 
several lemmas* 
Consider the sets ^ » i C A, A^, A9 ) € W x 
xR £I^CA 1,A 2)«P aCA - f,A 2)-«P; i\,Xj -
« P i C A ^ A 2 ) - 0 , A ^ A | - O a 3 i d <6taCAi0, A ^ ) * 
--fCA,A-f,A2)IP^CAf,A^>- PfttAf,AA)-0 , 
*im*iOfX£m*u *>**«" PCA - f>-l^CJUA, ** A> + 
+ i R (Re A, I/m, A > is the characteristic polynomial of 
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A V 4- If* ** P* m aV  
Being defined by polynomial equalities, I5t. and 
^2.^40 > ^10 ) are rcal algebraic varieties and the 
sets <#£ f *&»* are tnt projections of w and 
U *Ct« (A^0 , ^20 ^ into *VL respectively, where 
the union is taken over all %.Q } 3i10 such that 
By [3, splitting (b) of § 1DJ, ^ and t3t% can be 
written as a finite disjoint union of submanifolds of 
strictly decreasing dimensions, C0L * - ^ ^ i * ±^^i0^su^ ~ 
« U / ; such that ,U Jl* > .Ml Jfl is closed 
for all 0 < f -̂  /«/, ^ ^ 6 >̂ • 
Lemma I. coi^Lunv Mi £> 4- for all £ • 
For the proof of this lemma we need some more lemmas. 
Lemma 2. For any A e ^ft , the set of all matrices 
similar to A is an immersed submanifold of Ut of codi-
meneion 2! ret . 
Proof. Consider the group GrL C/n-) , whose action tjf 
on <£| is given by f (T,A> m T~*AT for T e GL(nn) , 
A & *€%> • The set of matrices similar to 161 is the orbit 
of A under this group action and, according to C4,2.2, 
Proposition 23, is an immersed submanifold of tffl, of co-
dimention equal to the dimension of the closed Lie subgroup 
K * ( T e GL(*v)l f C T, A ) » A ? .It is easy to show 
that H is identical with the subset of G-LC/rv) of mat-
rices that commute with A . It follows from [5,VIII, §2, 
Theorem 2] that K has the dimension S m* , q.e.d. 
768 
Corollary 2. Denote by jfi the map *€& —> R^ as-
signing to every matrix from <0t, the /n-tuple of coeffi-
cients of its characteristic polynomial and >ft, : Wl* —*• 
— > R"1'*2' as /fi =r /fî  x -ui . Then, for any point 
X e R^* > Jfi" Cx) is a finite disjoint union of 
immersed submanifolds of W of codimension j£ /rt # 
Denote by V* a R™-*1 the set of points 
Coc1,..., ocj^,^ ,^2 ) such that A -=• .A^ +• ̂  Afi e 5 
and is a root of the polynomial PC A ) -* A'n'-t- oo A"**" +• 
+ ..• -*• ot^ of multiplicity 2: 2 . Obviously, 
# C < ^ ) - Y . 
Lemma 3» The map -fE l^ * VL^ — * Y is open 
(in the topologies on ^ 9 Y induced by their imbedd-
ing into WL 7 R."14" respectively). 
Proof* Obviously, it suffices to prove that -ft- l^ % 
: tIL — + Y , where V is the projection (R™ x Ra -* 
— > R^ ) of V into R"* , is open. That is, we have to pro-
ve that given a neighbourhood U of A e <64/f , for any P € 
e V sufficiently close to jftCA) , there is a 3 e It 
such that <fi* C B ) ** P . 
This statement is obvious if A has the real canoni-
cal form; its extension for A not in canonical form fol-
lows from jfiCA) * ^ C T ^ A T ) for T e GL Cm,) . 
Proof of Lemma 1. V is an algebraic variety in 
R"*''1" , defined by the polynomial identitiea Pj CX^9X^)sr 
- V ^ V - ^ c * - f t ^ ' - ^ ^ ^ a > - X* + x\-4-0 , 
where 1* C A^, A 2 ) •» Re P ( ̂  +• *{, A 2 ) etc. Therefore, 
it can be written as a finite disjoint union of submani-
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folds of Jf"**2 of decreasing dimension, Y& ,^J Y- . 
We prove dim, Y. -6 m. - 2 . To do this, we note that 
(cf. tavUm, Y^ & /uvnJk,^ Y for any x € "V̂  
f3]), where /&o/nlt/%, V is the dimension of the linear 
space spanned by the differentials at x of the polyno-
is o-
pen in Y it auffices to prove that the set of those x 
for which namM,^ Y is 4 is dense in V . 
miala of the ideal associated with V . Since YM 
(D 
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Thus, it suffices to prove that for a dense subset of V , 
He (X**?niA)) * 0 • 
It is obvious that the set of those x 6 Y for which 
P
H
( A ) * 0 is dense in V . If A is real and A c 5 , 
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P»(A> 4- 0 , then also A"1 P"CA) - .Re A^P^CA) + 0 . 
Assume that A is not real, A m S and p M CA) 4* 0. 
Then A^P'^A) » X P" C A ) - J C A - 31 >* R CA) , 
where RCfo) is real for /cc real. For e real denote 
%C^)a- (^-A)a"C^-3jl[RC^)+ea-» ^ 4 - a ^ 6 <c6
/*"'V##.-i-oc<Trt€. 
P- ((«-) is real for .<<, real and Cocfg,*", o ^ , A ^ ^ ^ e V\ 
We have ReC3tP"CA» - R e ( l P " C A » - e R e C2 (A ~ I ) a J • 
e 
»-4'eA 1A 2 . Since both A^ 4» 0 and A ± «fr 0 , there 
is an e >- 0 arbitrarily small such that R e £ft.iy'CA)J 4-
-£ 0 . This proves the density in V of the set of points 
x for which Re CA-4Pf,CA>> 4* 0 . 
Let I be such that % (M,^) nV^*0, $ (M*^ > n 
o V* » 0 for i < i , Since fl_J 1£. is open, Ji » 
Lemma J, >fi (it ) is open in V^ # From this and the 
Sard's theorem ([6, Theorem 15.1-1) it follows that there is 
a point A € AL0 at which JfC is regular. Thus, locally 
3t~*C Jfi (%)) is an imbedded submanifold of the dimen-
sion dirm, JL. — divm, V. *t duum, J^L, - m. + 2 .On the 
other hand, from Corollary 2 it follows dum fl~ (%,(*))»* 
& on, — on. . Consequently, oUmrv JUL. & <n~ - 2 , q.e.d. 
Lemma 4. If A ^ + 0 , then ccwLbm, ^ 2: -f . 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 1, 
with V replaced by the set W c R ^ * 2 of points 
<<*4»-v *«. , *«>, \ 0
 } for w h i c h Xo m Ai0 + l **o 
is a root of P(A) » A^ + ^Am"mi + ... + oc^ . 
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This is again an algebraic variety defined by the equations 
\ - \» ' *2 -*5W » W W " V W * ° ' 




d?i - '••••A«'"'sC'^> • 
<*<Л -Л,
0
> = C . , Û , 0, 4 , 0 ) » 
cttA.-A^Î- (..- , 0 , 0 , 0 , Ą 1 "1Q 
Obviously, they are independent if A + 0 . The rest 
of the proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 1. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Openness follows from the fact 
that both flL and *0Ln are closed. 
•7 2. 
For the proof of density we consider the sets 
-̂f 1 ̂ 2***0 > ̂ 20 * W i t h \o * ° a n d t h e S 3 P a C e ^ 
of maps F t <mt I x K.1 — > %%, , defined by F -
a- F|. .> x -ict F € $ endowed with the Cw uni-
form topology. Further, we denote by V* « * F 1 FCI) n v. 
n.U . .41. . *-*J for 4*-i * *., ^ « i . F l f CI) n 
n <&L n . U . Jt* m 0 \ for 1 6 i -- /fe . Since fi 
is the intersection of the projections of ^^^^ taken 
over all nonreal £ -th roots of unity, it suffices to pro-
ve that Hf*,** is dense in <$ . We prove this by in-
duction showing that every F € Y ^ can be approximated 
arbitrarily closely by an F* « Y * ^ . Without loss 
*V "¥ A, 
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of generality we assume A < 4* < n . 
The map ^ * $ — * 4> given by q> CF) « F is 
a C*-representation (here and further in this proof we 
use the terminology of 163 ) and the evaluation map meets 
MM • transversally. Due to the dimension estimates of . 
Lemma 1 and Lemma 4, the existence of the approximation 
of T not intersecting M^^j^ follows from the trans-
versallty theorem t6, Theorem 19.13 and the openness of 
Tfc > q. e. d. 
Denote 1ftf the subset of *C& consisting of matri-
ces having an eigenvalue on S , Again, we associate with 
ISI the algebraic variety €€ in €t , defined by 
whose projection is *OL . Thus, wtL -» ,C> <2Cj , where 
X,^ are mutually disjoint manifolds of decreasing dimen-
sion and .LJ. Xj is closed in tvL~ for every -& . 
Lemma 5* d-nit/m* 3£ » 3 * 
Proof. The proof of the inequality dimv Ot^ 2: 3 
is analogous to that of Lemma 1. We only note that the dif-
ferentials of the defining polynomials Pi } P2 , X^ * A>z ~ A 
of JfC(&^) c ft"**2 (%£ defined as in Corollary 2 ) 
are independent if Re CAP* CX)) + 0 • it can be shown 
similarly as in the proof of Lemma 1 that this is true for 
a dense subset of -f* C *VL% ) , 
To prove the opposite inequality assume I r- L 09 21 
and consider the map F(i) * cU&q, -Ct, 0,,,,, 0 ? « If 
?7J 
cotUrrn %^ <: 3 then it would follow from the transversa-
lity argument used in the proof of Proposition 1 that the-
re should exist a small C* perturbation F ofUF no va-
lue of which would have an eigenvalue on £» . This, how-
ever, is obviously impossible. 
Proposition 2. Let J c I be a closed interval, 
J c kmX I . Then, for every Z >• 2 the subset 
¥? CJ) c y. CJ) of all F such that F meets « L 
£ *• 9 
transversally (i.e. F meets transversally % and does 
not meet X^ for -£ > A at all) is open dense in 
ftC^) 9 and, thus, in $ . 
The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 1. 
Corollary 3. Given ^ as in Proposition 2, the set 
y°C ^) of maps F e $ such that FC J) n <«C u ^ ) m 
m 0 and F meets 1SK transversally over ^ is re-
sidual in j> . 
Lemma 6. Let F c $ and let A 0 be a simple eigen-
value of FCt^) , where t0 c I .Then there is a neigh-
bourhood H of t0 in 1 and a unique function A ; .N — > C 
such that ACt0)-» &0 and A C t ) is an eigenvalue of 
FCt) for t e . N . Further, there is a nonsingular C* 
matrix CCt) on H such that C4 FC * $ where the 
first column of B C t) is the transpose of 
C A C t ) , 0,... , 0) . 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
F C tQ ) is in the Jordan canonical form with 7iQ in the 
first column. Choose CCtQ) « £ (the unity matrix) and 
CCt) m Cc^fCt),#.#,c/J|fCt)) 9 A C t ) as the solution of 
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the set of equations FCt)c / J(t) - A C t J c ^ C t ) , 
C.Ct)s-c.Ct0),i>'L lc„(t)l -> 4 (I.I being the 
Eucxidean norm). It is easy to check that the Jacobian of 
this set of equations at i is not zero. The implicit 
function theorem completes the proof. 
Remar I. Under the assumptions of Lemma 6, for X0 
not real, starting from the real canonical form of FCt.), 
one can similarly prove that there is a C*' real matrix 
CCt) in some neighbourhood of tQ in J that brings 
FCt) into the form 
/B^Ct), 3ilCt) \ , where B^Ct) -/ Re XCt), Irm, XCt)\. 
^ 0 , 3*Ct) ' \-lm,XCt), Re XCt) ^ 
* 9 
Corollary 4. Let F #s $ , t0 m 1 and l e t X^f* 
• 0 0 9 <^JkO b e s * m P l e eigenvalues of TCt0) . Then, there 
i s a neighbourhood H of tQ in I and unique C*' func-
tions X^ ' -N —> C such that X^ Ct0) m X ^Q and 
X. Ct) are eigenvalues of FCt) for t e $ * Further, 
there is a Cw matrix CCt) on N auch that C~4 AC -* 
* B , where B has the form (3^ y 3% \ and B^ i s 
ID / B-j / 
triangular with X*,#••, Aj^ on the diagonal. Also, the-
re i s a real C1* matrix £ c t ) on Jt that brings FCt) 
into the form (B,,Ct), S1Ct)
,j , where I^Ct) is block 
V 0 fL(t)/ 
diagonal with blocks as in Remark 1. 
Proposition 3* Let F e Kj C D ) for soum £ >- 2 
Then, the eigenvalues of F meet *5 tranter sally. 
" - 775 -
By this proposition we mean that the functions X , 
defined in Lemma 6 for A « S (note that such A a are 
simple) meet 5 transversally. 
Proof. Let frCta) % S be an eigenvalue of FCt 0). 
By Lemma 6, there is a nonsingular C* matrix CCi) such 
that C- 1Ct)F(t) CCt) *~BCt) , where BCi) has the 
form specified in Lemma 6. Denote BCt, /a..) the matrix 
obtained from B C i ) by replacing in the first column 
ACt) by p , . Denote by jtCt) the orthogonal projec-
tion of ACt) on & , <p the Euclidean distance. Since 
CCt)BCt,^Ci))C-'fCi) e ^ and X^ is open in 
<W3, CCCt)JCt,^Ct))C^Ci), ^ C t ) , ^ c t ) ) 6 3tf , fort 
sufficiently close to t0 , where p , = p + 4, #, . We have 
ta,Ci)!-'1s \ACt)~ (*Ct)\ •pCBCt),BCt,^.Ct)»2:iCCt)r'f, 
ICCt^r^CFCt), CCt)BCt,(a,Ct))C'
fCt)) £ M^fCpCt), X^ ) , 
where .%>, > 0 is a suitable constant, if F meets DC^ 
transversally, then obviously pCFCt),^) 2r Jt/̂ lt - t0 1 
^ A „ ., <LlACt)\ | t A for some 4e^ > 0 . Consequently, ksrt* ^•••d-
Corollary 5. The number of such t & J for which an 
eigenvalue of F C t ) is on £ f is finite for every F e 
*Y>CJ) . 
Theorem 1. Let J c *mt 1 be a closed interval. 
Then, the set $ ^ 0 ) of those Tm $ , satisfying 
(i) F C t ) has no double eigenvalue on S , 
(ii) F C t ) has no non-real Z ~th root of unity as ei-
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genvalue, 
(iii) the eigenvaluea of FCt) meet S tranaversally, 
(iv) if an eigenvalue of FCi> lies on 5 , then no ot-
her eigenvalue of FCt) lie8 on S except#of it8 comp-
lex conjugate, 
for every t c J , is open dense in $ . 
Corollary 6. The set $ 1 C J ) of those F e $ 8a~ 
tiafying (i),(iii),(iv) of Theorem 1 and such that for eve-
ry i e J , F C t ) haa no non-real root of unity as eigen-
value, ia residual in $ , 
Proof. Opennesa i8.obvious. From Propo8itions 1 - 3 it 
followa that the set of maps from $ 9 satiafying (i) -
(iii) (i.e. the aet YS C^) ), is open dense in $ . The-
refore, it suffices to prove that every F € TS CJ) can be 
arbitrarily closely approximated by an F % Y f C O ) satis-
M> 
fying (iv). In virtue of Corollary 4 it suffices to, ahow that 
if for aome i0 * (iv) is not satisfied it ia poasible to per-
turb F in an arbitrary small neighbourhood j$ of tQ by 
an arbitrary small perturbation, without changing it outside 
H , in such a way that (i) - (iv) will be true for the per-
turbation of F for every i e Jf . 
Assume that for some t0 « 0 , it pairs of conjugate 
eigenvalues H0* , A? , & m 4 f... , &* lis on S 
(the modification of the proof for the caae of some eigenva-
lue being real is straightforward). Let oo be ao small 
that the functions hi , defined by A ^ 9 t0 as in Lemma 
6 exist and do not meet £ except at t0 and no other 
eigenvalue of FCt) liea on S on K n J , where 
- Ill -
K m C t a - o t , t 0 + ot 3 9 and that there i s a C* matrix C 
such that C**Ct)FCt) C C t ) - B C i ) has the form 
rY Л n i Л i г \ / л/м » л *a \ j 
B mdiaą.* 
• . - • • > ' 
^ " Л1И > Л a.-V >*******' j 
where A- - XЦ + * л»a (cf. Bemark 1 ) . Choose an 
€,-< — , Ml real mutually dist inct numbers tf *, ^ » 4,—, -̂ t-
such that Its- I <. € and a bump function fy ; N —> X such 
that %tt)» 0 outside K , % Ct) =, A for t c X , *• 
- C t o ~ ? » V f ] f A / t > . ^ C t + t ^ * C t > ) , 
BCt) ж äjuшђ. 
хллшхЛйш< 
-X„(.t) A^Ct)j 
Ч t > - J рс-е) ь г 1 Ф К , 
СС*)|(*)С-' | С*) ±ог Ь*К 
It i s obvious that F • ^ and, in X n 3 , A^ meets 
5 exclusively at the point tQ - Xj. . If t: • are cho 
sen small enough, P wil l be arbitrarily close to F , 
q .e .d . 
§ 3 
Iri II, 5 2 3 it was shown that for f e ?
f
 , each point 
of Z \ Z, (such points have been called branching 
points) is contained in some set Z/t "it-1 JL being a di-
778 -
visor of Jk, and that some eigenvalue of d£/f at such 
point has to be a root of unity different from A 
Theorem 2* There is a subset fr o£ £ , residual in 
<F such that for every f c ^ ,the following is true 
for every (&0fm^) e E^Cf ), Jt 2r 4 s 
(i) oLf,*, ̂ Om^) has no double eigenvalue on S , 
(ii) di** i<mA) has no non-real root of 1 as an ei-• o ** 
genvalue . 
(iii) The eigenvalues of di^ (<m) meet S transver-
T v 
sally at 0\vo , <m0 ) -
(iv) If an eigenvalue of d>£^ (m0) lies on S , then 
there is no other eigenvalue of CL£M, (<m0) on 5 ex-
cept of its complex conjugate. 
Corollary 7. For £ c ^ , Cft, ,m ) & --̂ C-t) c a n b e a 
branching point only if one of the eigenvalues of di^(mt) 
is — i , the other being outside S • 
Remark 2* Denote ¥*m m the subset of 51,, of tho-
se roappings, satisfying (i) ,(iii), (iv) for 4 4* fk, & to, and 
(ii) with "roots" replaced by " Z -th roots" for i 6 to> 6 to. 
Then, ^/h.JL *8 °Pen <-*ense in ^ . 
Remark 3» (iii) should be understood as follows: If an 
eigenvalue X0 of d£^ 6m-0) is on S , then in some 
neighbourhood U of (<frof<m.0) in £^ , there is a unique 
C* function X : .N —>• C such that X (41*, /m.) is 
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an eigenvalue of <L£ Cm%) for (Jtt,/m) «. H and 
&C4i09miJ «-» &0 • This A meets S transversally. 
Proof* It suffices to prove Remark 2, from which Theo-
rem 2 follows* We carry out the proof for 31%. m A , i.e. we 
prove that f p is open dense for any Z j the exten-
sion for Jh, > A is similar as in the proof of £1, Theorem 
13. 
The openness of J^ is obvious. To prove density, 
assume f m WMA , Then, by fl, Theorem 1], there is an o-
pen set U containing XA C £) such that for every 
C^u09mvQ) e VL , (i) - (iv) is trivially satisfied. 
% \ U can be covered locally finitely by a countable 
family C W ^ , ̂  x .X^ ) , "V̂  m U ^ x V^ of coordinate 
neighbourhoods in such a way that for any K e ? * M com-
pact, V r. K 4» # for a finite number of oc *a only and 
CW , & x x«- ) satisfy (iv) of CI, Theorem U (i.e. 
OC * lot OP 
WL. n 2 i» the graph of a C* function C L i l i - ^ V ) . 
We show how for any open Yf^ , W^ c W^ «• tt^ x. Y^ , f can 
be approximated by £ such that I coincides with £ out-
side "ML and satisfies (i) - (iv) of Theorem 2 for every 
C*ft*. **>) e SL A WL. . The construction of an approxima-
tion of f satisfying (i) - (iv) for any (^0i/m,Q) c E. 
is then standard. In the rest of the proof we drop the sub-
script eC . 
In the coordinates Cf*-, /vru) h-* (<i-W|f'), ̂ »dc--*x# cpCfi,), £ 
can be represented by 
^ « AC^O,) /^ -f yc^.»i^> 
where the primed coordinates are those of the image, 
- 760 -
Y(^90) m 0, dLYC^fO) m o. 
By Theorem 1, we can approximate As f^(U) — > *&L 
by a map X % (U.(IL) — * <0L auch that A satisfies (i) -
(iv) of Theorem 1 on U • 
Let Y ' ( &> * * H W ) — * Ji bea C* bump function 
such that y m A on C <«, x .* ) C W* ) and i(f « 0 
outside C ̂ x x ) C W ) • Denote by £ the map which 
coincides with £ outside W and is given in If by the 
coordinate representation 
/£.•« CA(<oJ + t|f (<c4.,/^)(l(<tc)- AC<u.))3^ + YC<a.f^> . 
A 
If we choose A sufficiently close to A , f will be arbi-
trarily close to £ and will satisfy (i) - (iv) for every 
(*>o,«">0 >
 e W' . 
Denote by Y ^ the set of points Cft,mt) m 2 ^ for 
which one eigenvalue of <L£ **(/m) is - 4 . For (#,9<m)e 
e Zju, denote ^(^v,/?^) the number of eigenvalues of 
ctf.*. (<m>) with modulus less than 4 • 
Theorem 3. Assume *> > 2 • Then,, there is a subset $1 
of $L , residual in J* , such that every £ # $1 has the 
following properties: 
(i) Yfr, coincides with the set of Jte. -periodic branching 
points, 
( i i ) for every (41^, an^) c Y^ , there i s a coordinate 
neighbourhood ( V , ^ x . x ) , W » t t x V of Cft*0 ,/m^ ) such 
that (0 , (^ 0 ) « 0 , *(m,0)m 0 , Z ^ A ¥ » U X . < 0 ? and 
(a) Z-* r\ W consists of two components, separa-
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ted by f-f*0,/m0) $ a l l points (fiffm) « E A W satisfy 
(tcC/fr) > 0 and Z ^ n Wu -C Citof<m0) f i s a C (but 
not Ca ) submanifold of W . 
(b) No eigenvalue of tCZj^u Z^nWl N -t(^0,/m.tf)J 
i s on S j either h, Cfif sm*)m Mti({t\m,*)mto,C>fi) m")+ 4 or 
Jh.(/ft,/m.) « 4t<4t',*it') m M.CJ^\/m.%%) - 4 for 
any C^t,/m) c Z^n W, ^ ( ^ ) < 0 , Cft', /m') e Z4Jfen W\ 
( V , ^ 0 > * £ * n W , ftCV f)> 0 , 
(c) " W \ ( 2 | L W Z*. ) contains rio invariant se t . 
Proof. Again, we carry out the proof for Jk, m 4 , the 
proof of i t s extension for Jit, > 4 being as in [1 , Theorem 
13. 
Let £ e £ ^ 4 . Then, Xf ^*) i s discrete and, i f 
(4%t<m.0> c Y^ 9 one eigenvalue of df^ (Vm )̂ i s - 4 
and the remaining ones can be divided into two groups ac-
cording to whether their moduli are < 4 or > 4 9 the 
number of the former ones being H> (lt>Q^m>Q) . Thus, 
using t6, Appendix 3] as in [ 1 , Lemma 43, i t follows that 
we can choose the coordinates ( p>,x) in such a way that 
** (xif<tyfx), dUfmx^s Ay dvnv/y,* k»(<t>rof<m0) and the 
coordinate representation of f in these coordinates i s as 
follows: 
(3) ^ » A/^- + Y(#>, t^ttf *} » 
* • C * + Z ( ^ ^ t , ^ , ^^ * 
where o , Yf Z are C* and 
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co,Y,Z are C* and. Y<>, ̂ , 0} *)« 0,2(^,^^0) m 0 } 
C4>((U,,Xitty,z) « 0(1**!+ I (u.x<fI+ 1^1 + I*' ' , 
cLa>(0,0,0,0) m 0 9 
cLYCO, 0,0,0) m 0,dZLO,Q,0,0) m 0 . 
We denote by £ the subset of ^ of those maps 
in the coordinate representation (3) of which /311 + T 4* 0 
for every C-ft^/m-p) e V\ C£ ) * The definition of $£. does 
not depend on the choice of particular coordinates and the 
set $Lj is open dense in f', The proof of this as well as 
the proof that the maps of $L. satisfy (i),(ii) for Je.m i 
does not differ from the corresponding part of the proof of 
[1, Theorem 3], except of the proof of (ii)(c), where, be-
cause of the possible presence of the eigenvalues of moduli 
both <: \ and > i one has to use the argumentation of the 
proof of Cl, Lemma 4]. 
As a corollary of [1, Theorem 1] and Theorem 3 we obtain 
Theorem 4. Assume n> > 2 * Then, for every f £ ^ ; 
(i) for Jh odd, 2?* is a closed submanifold of "P x M. , 
(ii) for M, even, either Zj^ is closed and Y^,* is empty, 
or Zju is a C* (but not C* ) submanifold of P x M and 
Zl \ So. is discrete and coincides with Ym ^ 
Remark 4. This theorem corrects the erroneous formula-
tion of its two dimensional version [1, Theorem 4], in which 
the possibility of Z« being closed was omitted. 
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